JOB: waitress
WORKPLACE: restaurant
TOOLS: tray

JOB: teacher
WORKPLACE: classroom
TOOLS: books, board

JOB: politician
WORKPLACE: parliament
TOOLS: suit

JOB: flight attendant
WORKPLACE: plane
TOOLS: uniform

JOB: hairdresser
WORKPLACE: hairdresser's
TOOLS: hair drier, brush

JOB: cashier
WORKPLACE: store
TOOLS: cash machine

JOB: model
WORKPLACE: catwalk
TOOLS: Clothes

JOB: singer
WORKPLACE: studio, stage
TOOLS: microphone

JOB: actress
WORKPLACE: studio, stage
TOOLS: film script
Job: Astronaut
Workplace: Spaceship
Tools: Suit

Job: Vallet
Workplace: Car park
Tools: Cars

Job: Farmer
Workplace: Farm
Tools: Tractor

Job: Ballerina
Workplace: Stage
Tools: Dress and shoes

Job: Journalist
Workplace: TV/radio
Tools: Microphone

Job: Geologist
Workplace: On the Rocks
Tools: Hammer

Job: Novelist
Workplace: Office
Tools: Book

Job: Soldier
Workplace: War
Tools: Guns

Job: Surgeon
Workplace: Hospital
Tools: Gloves
Job: mechanic  
Workplace: garage  
Tools: spanner, mechanic tools

Job: doctor  
Workplace: hospital  
Tools: gloves, stethoscope

Job: nurse  
Workplace: hospital  
Tools: thermometer, nails

Job: shop assistant  
Workplace: store  
Tools: cash register

Job: police officer  
Workplace: police station  
Tools: bludgeon, gun

Job: vet  
Workplace: veterinarian  
Tools: gloves, stethoscope

Job: electrician  
Workplace: workshop  
Tools: spanner, electric tools

Job: scientist  
Workplace: laboratory  
Tools: scales, lab tools

Job: sailor  
Workplace: sea  
Tools: boats, nets